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SIT S.p.A., roadshow with Longspur on May 4 and 5: two
days of meetings with UK investors

Padua, May 3, 2021 - SIT S.p.A. (SIT:IM), a multinational listed on the Italian Stock
Exchange that creates intelligent solutions for the control of environmental conditions and
consumption measurement, on May 4 and 5 is taking part in the roadshow organized
by Longspur to dialogue with British institutional investors. Longspur published on
April 22 the initial coverage of SIT (available here) indicating a Euro 11,5 target price
stressing the positioning of the company as world market leader, the great
opportunity deriving from the acquisition in the water sector and the upside coming
from the starting of the “hydrogen economy”. In fact, for the first hydrogen houses that
are being built in the United Kingdom, MeteRSIT, a SIT Group company that develops and
manufactures intelligent gas meters and which is working on an experimental hydrogen gas
meter as part of the British government’s Hy4Heat programme, was chosen from among
producers of meters that will enable the safe distribution of hydrogen. This was thanks to
the DomusNext® H2 meter that allows consumption data reading. Also installed in the
houses are Worcester Bosch hydrogen boilers that use hydrogen power safety valves
developed by SIT.
During the roadshow, theCEO and Chairman Federico de’ Stefani together with the CFO
Paul Fogolin and IR Manager Mara Di Giorgio, will comment on the latest company news
and the enterprise’s projects.

WHO
Federico de’ Stefani, CEO and
Chairman
Paul Fogolin, CFO
Mara Di Giorgio, IR Manager

WHERE
In video conference

WHEN
4-5 May 2021

The SIT Group, through its two divisions Heating and Metering, creates intelligent solutions for the control of environmental
conditions and consumption measurement for a more sustainable world. A market-leading multinational company, listed on the
MTA segment of Borsa Italiana, SIT aims to be the number one sustainable partner for energy and climate control solutions for
its customers, focusing on experimentation and the use of alternative gases with low environmental profiles. The Group has
production sites in Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, Romania, China, Tunisia and Portugal, in addition to a commercial structure
covering all global markets. SIT is also a member of the European Heating Industry and of the European Hydrogen Alliance -
www.sitcorporate.it

https://www.sitcorporate.it/app/uploads/2021/04/20210422_SIT-220421-Initiation.pdf
https://www.sitcorporate.it/archivio/sit-selezionata-dal-governo-inglese-per-lo-sviluppo-del-contatore-ad-idrogeno/
https://www.sitcorporate.it/archivio/sit-selezionata-dal-governo-inglese-per-lo-sviluppo-del-contatore-ad-idrogeno/
https://www.sitcorporate.it/en/archivio/sit-and-bosch-co-operate-to-develop-a-gas-valve-solution-for-hydrogen-boilers/
https://www.sitcorporate.it/en/archivio/sit-and-bosch-co-operate-to-develop-a-gas-valve-solution-for-hydrogen-boilers/
http://www.ehi.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/policy/european-clean-hydrogen-alliance_en
http://www.sitcorporate.it/
http://www.sitcorporate.it/
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